Local Tours
for the Concious Traveller

www.closertoafrica.co.za

Connected
Conscious
Travel

We connect travellers to
the most authentic local
experiences whilst
helping to create a
deeper consciousness
about travel and impact

About us
Closer to Africa is dedicated community
tour operator based in Cape Town South
Africa. We on a mission to transform the
African travel landscape to be more
sustainable for the future and more
inclusive for all. Our tours are designed
for the conscious traveller looking to
explore neighbourhoods for their unique
heritage, culture or traditions, but in a
way that contributes towards the
conservation and preservation of these
locations. Our experiences are lifechanging and offer closer connections to
people & places, whilst simultaneously
having a positive impact.

Our Approach
Combining ethical local suppliers, we
create experiences that kick back 10% of
profits to a community initiative or NPO,
ensuring future sustainability. Our tours
leave a minimum impact on locations by
decreasing maximum capacity and
frequency. We also try to have enough
product variety which helps to reduce
impact on popular sites.
Our strength lies in our ability to work
with Civic bodies and community
organisations to develop social welfare
and community development initiatives
funded by our tours,

COMMUNITY
KICK-BACK

10%
TRAVEL CONCIOUS

Closer
Experiences

Closer Experiences are integrated into
community conservation and lie at the heart
of our efforts to transform travel.
Each experience connects at least 3 of the
best local suppliers to create half-day or fullday excursions that are fully immersive and
100% local.
Explore, Learn & Enjoy is the theme of a
Closer Experience. We combine a walking
tour with a cultural activity and a meal with
locals. Discover our range of Closer
Experiences, look out for the CE logo.

Community
Culture
Our Closer Experiences give you a
deep dive into community culture
through through the lens of a local.
Guests meet different people each
offering their unique perspective whilst
inviting you to join in with an activity
followed by the best local food.
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Closer to
Cape Town
Discover the fabric of Cape Town's
communities and play your part in
helping to shape a better travel
community for all to enjoy.

Bo-Kaap
Langa
Woodstock
Khayelitsha

Featured Community

Bo-Kaap

Bo-Kaap has preserved a way of life that
vibrates through this historic community.
This Village-by-the-City boasts rich Cape
Malay, Indian and Moroccan heritage and
traditions as bright & colourful as the
neighbourhood itself.
The Malay Quarter, known today as “BoKaap” was built by and for the Slaves ,
Exiles and Artisans of Cape Town
between 1760 and 1825. This became
home to Slaves, relocated workers from
Dutch occupied territories and Political
Exiles from Indonesia (formally Java).

Closer to
Bo-Kaap
Bo-Kaap is our home so we will take pride
in showing you Bo-Kaap like no other.
Learn about Bo-Kaap's historical and
political significance whilst enjoying a tea
break with traditional confectionaries.
Deep dive into Bo-Kaap's food culture with
a lunch or dinner by a local cook or
perhaps a cooking class from one of our
renowned food experts and hosts.

Enriching
Encounters
The most fullfilling travel experiences
come from the connections we make
with people on our journey and lasting
impressions they leave. Bo-kaap is
filled with people like this, they have
been entertaining guests all their lives
and cannot wait to meet you over a
Koesister and a cup of tea!
If you looking for peace and tranquility
in the city, visit one of Bo-Kaap's 11
Mosques to discover a serenity not
often felt in an urban community.

Community
Gardening

Cape Town's Community & Urban gardening
sites have grown during the 2020 lockdown
and have flourished into a self-sustainable
eco-system of urban farmers. These
volunteers play an important role in the
Western Cape's food security, they develop
skills amongst our youth whilst cultivating a
love for and interest in something good.

We have tours exploring different community
garden sites across Cape Town. This
provides an essential income stream for these
projects ensuring their success and future
sustainability.

Self-Sustainable
Our Community Gardens Tour connects 5
sustainable gardening projects across Cape
Town to discover the people and purpose
behind these initiatives.
Our experiences always try and establish a
closer connection between the traveller and
destination so each tour ends with a lunch
or dinner by locals with locals. We also try
and encourage an ongoing link whereby
travellers can connect and support causes
after departure.

Social Economy
Community gardening sites survive on
donations to operate but would prefer to
generate income for themselves. Our
tours provides this opportunity whilst
transferring valuable skills and
establishing
food security. These sites play an
integral role in our sustainable
community development goals focussed
on the economic and social welfare of
these communities.

Featured Community

Wonderful
Woodstock

One of Cape Town's earliest Beachfront
communities. Originally occupied by the
native Khoisan this area was lost in the Dutch
invasion of the mid 1600's. Later on, at the
beginning of the 1800's the great Battle of
Brighton took place on the shores of
Woodstock's beach. English battled the
Dutch ending with a peace treaty signed at
the famous "Treaty Tree" and the new name
of "New Brighton"given under English rule.
Woodstock today is a mixed-use Urban
Community where multi-faith, multi-national,
multi-sector meet. Woodstock's locals are
real, creative, unpretentious, raw,
unapologetic, conscious and progressive.

Closer to
Woodstock
Our Woodstock Closer Experiences
utilise community site experts and local
residents to bring you a truly immersive
cultural experience. We combine only
the best local service providers and
hosts that are conscious about
community impact and passionate about
community development. Together with
our community partners we host food,
sustainable gardening, street art and
urban cycling experiences in Woodstock.
.

Community of Art
& Artisans
Woodstock roads and walls have become
aa popular canvas for the world's streetart community.

World famous artists

have left their mark and influence on
Woodstock's walls.

In addition to the

annual IPAF festival, Woodstock is also
home to many renowned creative schools
and academy's.
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Your
Impact

By choosing Closer to Africa or Closer to
Africa you are supporting an entire ecosystem of like-minded local suppliers
whilst playing your part to ensure the
future sustainability of the communities
you love travelling to.
We try and make it easier for travellers,
service providers and travel
professionals to meet sustainable
community development goals whilst
enjoying authentic experiences of the
best quality.

Community
Development
We do our own Community Impact
Assessment that considers many factors
like Social, Environmental and Heritage
impact when designing tours so that each
teach experience becomes an aid in
community development and conservation
objectives.
The initiates we support are purposefully
directed to where its needed the most. we
engage with locals and community bodies
to co-ordinate understand social problems
and work ttogether with them to off-set
these.

Social
Environmental
Sustainability
By supporting community development and
conservation projects with tourism revenue,
we not only ensure a sustainable local
tourism economy but also help towards
establishing overall sustainability for
tourism within residential communities. As
tourism grows, so does a location’s ability
to develop and preserve its inherent wayof-life for future generations to enjoy. This
is our collective responsibility and legacy.
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Cultural

Discover heritage and
culture in a more intimate
way

Community

Our love is for community
development. We make
giving back easy

Curated

Carefully designed with
everyone in mind

Conscious

We combine social &
environmental responsible
practises

Connected

We integrate & collaborate
with locals

On-point digital solutions.

Establishing 13 of the UNWTO Sustainable Development Goals

Connect

Contact Us
46 Rose Street, Bo-Kaap
Cape Town 8001
South Africa
+27 (0) 61 636 2754
info @closertoafrica.co.za

@closerexperiences
@closertoafrica
www.closertoafrica.co.za

Our Value
Closer Connections & a Deeper Travel Conciosness

Our love is for community
development
We make giving back and
supporting easy
We combine social &
environmental responsible
practises
We integrate & collaborate
with locals

Cultural
On-point digital solutions.

Discover heritage and
culture in a more intimate
way
Our love is for community
development
Carefully designed with
everyone in mind
We combine social &
environmental responsible
practises
We integrate & collaborate
with locals

Cultural
On-point digital solutions.

